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INT. MAXINE’S HOUSE - GREAT ROOM - NIGHT

PHOTOS: Maxine, Mitzi and Joe’s wedding, Kath, Clay, Sasha, 
and Alex.  Sasha scrolls through Maxine’s tablet photos.  

Several candids have a MAN with Maxine.  At least it’s the 
body of a man - hard to tell since the faces are photo-
shopped out. Other images are oddly shaped, as if part of the 
picture has been lopped off.

Alex uses the computer to search for a map of the Aegean Sea. 
On the table is his homework, a blank map of the area.  

He writes in the countries: Greece, Turkey, Cyprus.

SASHA
I’m bored.  What’s that?

ALEX
Geography.

Sasha takes a last look at the beheaded men in the photos. 

SASHA
Let’s get Aunt Max an EBay husband.

ALEX
She was kidding. You can’t buy 
people on EBay. It’s for things 
like Dad’s baseball cards and his 
guitar.

SASHA
We can try. She does so much for 
us, we should do something for her.

ALEX
What’s Dad’s password?

Alex goes to EBay with the best intentions.  

SASHA
I dunno. Just search for “husband.”



Alex tries a search engine and types “WANT TO BUY A HUSBAND.”  
The search yields over a million responses.

ALEX
Which ones have “get married?”

With all the possible sites, Sasha just picks one.

SASHA
Um, that one.

Alex calls up the site: INTERNATIONAL MATES. Dozens of photos 
of attractive young men and women.  

ALEX
Whoa.  Cool.

He jumps to the bottom where the seeker is asked to CREATE 
PROFILE.  There are the social media icons.

ALEX
Aunt Max has a Facebook profile.

He clicks the Facebook icon.  The site attaches Maxine’s 
personal profile including photo.  The next section is a  
series of rules, regulations and clauses, with fine print.

SASHA
Ugh. I can’t read all that.

ALEX
Skipping it.

He goes to the bottom and clicks “I AGREE.”  Ditto for the 
next page.  Alex clicks “I ACCEPT.”  The page after that has 
a series of questions.

ALEX
“PURPOSE OF MEETING AN 
INTERNATIONAL MATE?”  To find a 
husband.

He types his response.

ALEX
“WHAT KIND OF MATE ARE YOU 
SEEKING?”

SASHA
A good one.

ALEX
Good looking.  Who likes kids.  
And speaks English.



The site loads: POTENTIAL MATES FITTING YOUR REQUEST.  Both 
Sasha and Alex are mesmerized by the PROFILES.

SASHA
He’s good... He’s good... He’s 
good.  

Alex flips through the profiles.  Until one jumps out at him.  

ALEX
Him. He’s from Greece so he can 
help me with my homework.  

Alex clicks on a photo of an attractive guy in his late teens 
YOANNIS PAPADAPOULOS. The screen goes to his video profile . 
He’s smiling, shirtless, bouncing a soccer ball as he speaks:

YOANNIS (VIDEO)
I love sports and to have fun.  I 
want to go to school in America to 
become an English teacher. Mostly, 
I am looking for a woman who’s not 
afraid to love.  

SASHA
Why would they be afraid of love?  

ALEX
Grown-ups are weird.  

SASHA
He smiles a lot.  Let’s get him.  
Now Aunt Max won’t be alone.

Alex clicks the “EXPRESS INTEREST” button.  

Another question pops up: HOW SHOULD THIS MATE CONTACT YOU?”  
With three options: INTERNET, TELEPHONE or IN PERSON.  

ALEX
In person.  We can meet him first.

He chooses “IN PERSON.”  The next page is “SUBMIT PAYMENT.”

ALEX
Problem. We don’t have any money.

SASHA
Aunt Max showed me how to pay.

Sasha finds the AUTO-FILL.  All of Maxine’s personal history, 
credit and bank account information appears automatically.



Alex and Sasha smile at each other, proud of what they’ve 
done for their aunt.  

Alex clicks at the bottom of the final page: “BEGIN TWO WEEK 
TRIAL.”

Then “THANK YOU. YOUR INTERNATIONAL MATE WILL CONTACT YOU 
WITHIN THE NEXT TEN DAYS” concludes the transaction.

The kids are kids so they move on to the next thing.

ALEX
Wanna watch TV?

SASHA
Okay.

They turn off the computer and switch on the television.

EXT. MAXINE’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Rufus makes a mad dash. He drags Maxine along an ice patch on 
the sidewalk. It’s a long slide.  Maxine efforts valiantly to 
stay on her feet, but... falls ass over teapot into the snow.

Across the street, the compact car from before pulls up. 
Fifteen-year-old JULIE gets out of the passenger seat.

JULIE
That looked like it hurt.
Did you get a dog?

MAXINE
He’s my nephew’s, Julie. You met at 
Christmas. He and his sister are 
staying with me.

JULIE
Nice.  Hey, if you need a sitter 
I’m around.

Maxine finally stands and brushes off the snow. Julie’s meat-
headed BOYFRIEND rolls down the driver’s window.  Through a 
cloud of smoke he sticks his head out.

JULIE
This is C.J.

BOYFRIEND
(winks)

Whassup?



MAXINE
Did you just wink at me?

His smarmy grin sends Maxine stomping into her house.

INT.  MAXINE’S HOUSE - FOYER - NIGHT

Maxine and Rufus return.  Maxine rubs her hip where she fell.

MAXINE
I’m back.  

She walks toward the kitchen and sees Rufus squatting on the 
carpet.  The dog poops.  Goddammit.

MAXINE
Alex and Sasha get down here!

The sound of two pairs of feet scurrying down the stairs. 
Maxine gets them cleanser and scrub brushes.

MAXINE
Outside almost an hour, nothing. 
Home for two seconds and he poops 
on my carpet.  Clean it up.

She makes sure they get to work before she goes upstairs.

ALEX
She’s mad.

SASHA
I don’t like when she’s mad at us.
What if she gets mad about the man?

ALEX
We’ll send him back.

SASHA
How?

ALEX
That’s what Mom did.  When we got 
those DVDs in the mail, she just 
wrote “Cancel” on the box.  

MAXINE (O.S.)
Hurry up. School in the morning. 

SASHA
Maybe we shouldn’t tell her.  Mom 
was really mad about the DVDs.



EXT./INT. LES CHANTERELLES RESTAURANT - DAY

SERIES OF SHOTS -- RE-DESIGNING THE RESTAURANT

-- Vaughn approves the new sign installed outside.

-- Maxine steps around the TILERS laying in the floor.

-- Clay admires the sweaty CONSTRUCTION WORKERS as he gives 
them bottles of water.

-- Maxine places new dishes on shelves. Right in front of 
her, Vaughn moves the dishes to a different area.

-- Stainless steel, ultramodern appliances delivered.

-- Clay watches Vaughn replace the traditional paintings with 
contemporary ones.  Makes sure they are centered.

-- Maxine and Vaughn wrestle over where to put the dishes.

-- Maxine passes Clay a bundle of linen. He doesn’t even 
attempt to take them, instead they drop to the floor.  

EXT. MAXINE’S HOUSE - DAY

Alex and Sasha have a snowball fight with Julie.  

INT. MAXINE’S HOUSE - KITCHEN

Plates of gourmet dishes cover every spare surface. Maxine 
stirs sauce in a pan. She gives Clay a spoonful.

MAXINE
Armagnac sauce for the foie gras.

Clay savors the sauce with exaggerated lip-smacking as he 
takes a tray from the oven.  Maxine tastes a dumpling.

MAXINE
What did you use in the quenelles?

CLAY
Duck.

MAXINE
Very haute.  And hot.

Maxine takes a much needed drink from a water bottle.



EXT. VILLAGE OF MUSKET CREEK - DAY

Behind the WELCOME sign, Harlan sits in his cruiser.  He 
quick draws his TASER, like he’s bad ass.  He contemplates 
checking the electrical pulse, but thinks better of it.

Radar tags speeders.  An airport TAXI with New York plates 
drives into town just under the speed limit.  

EXT. MUSKET CREEK BRIDGE/PARK

The taxi crosses a quaint covered bridge built over the creek 
that flows through the park.

EXT. MAXINE’S HOUSE

Julie heads home when the taxi pulls up. The rear passenger 
door opens and a MAN’S EUROPEAN-STYLE BOOT hits the ground.

ACROSS THE STREET

Julie drools as she watches the MAN pay the TAXI DRIVER and 
walk to the door. Even from behind, this guy gives off enough 
heat to melt the icicles hanging from the window sills.

INT. MAXINE’S HOUSE

Maxine and Clay clean up in the kitchen. Clay sees the clock.  

CLAY
Grand re-opening T-minus eight 
hours.  

MAXINE
A Parisian bistro attached to a 
Colonial inn in the Connecticut 
backwoods. If Vaughn had any sense 
he’d strike a match and start over. 

CLAY
That man will never appreciate any 
of this.

MAXINE
You still call him “that man?”  
I thought you liked him now.

CLAY
He’s Clay’s bitch.

Alex comes in hungry. He tastes from one of the plates.  



MAXINE
No matter what Vaughn says our food 
kicks ass.

Alex spits the food into his hand and offers it to Rufus who 
eagerly laps the food up.  The DOORBELL rings. 

SASHA (O.S.)
I’ll get it.

EXT. FRONT DOOR

When Sasha opens the door she sees...

...Yoannis Papadapoulos in person. The lean and chiseled 
nineteen-year old looks like he just climbed down from Mt. 
Olympus.  

YOANNIS
Hello. I am Yoannis.  

Sasha gulps.  Then she panics and slams the door in his face. 
Yoannis, an affable soul, is confused.  He rings again. 

INT. MAXINE’S HOUSE

Maxine, Clay and Alex hear the doorbell. 

MAXINE
Sash, who’s at the door?

SASHA
No one.

She sprints upstairs two at a time.  Maxine answers the door 
and is pleasantly surprised to find Yoannis.  

MAXINE
Hello?

YOANNIS
Maxine Dwyer?

MAXINE
Yes.

Yoannis pounces with an excited kiss on the mouth.  Maxine’s 
eyes bug and her lips pucker as she pushes him away.

YOANNIS
Yoannis Papadapoulos. I am 
come to be your husband.



MAXINE
My--?

The TAXI DRIVER brings the luggage.

TAXI DRIVER
Here’re your bags, kid.

YOANNIS
Do you like my future wife, 
Ephraim?

TAXI DRIVER
(to Maxine)

Talk about desperate, lady.

Clay and Alex get to the door to see what’s going on.  

ALEX
Uh oh.

INT. MAXINE’S HOUSE - GREAT ROOM - DAY

Alex and Sasha stand solemnly as Maxine reads the contract. 
Clay spies from the kitchen, stirring sauce so it doesn’t 
burn.  Yoannis takes in his new surroundings.

MAXINE
You got me a mail order husband? 

SASHA
You told us to.

MAXINE
I didn’t mean for you to hire a man 
to come to my house. This was not 
smart. Understand?  You don’t know 
who he is or where he’s been.  

They watch Yoannis as he looks at family photos on the wall.

MAXINE
He could be a serial killer. I’m 
calling the sheriff.  

SASHA
Don’t. He looks nice. 

Maxine scours the contract, squints at the fine print.



MAXINE
There’s got to be an out clause.  
Forty-five thousand? Dollars? They 
maxed my credit cards.   

KITCHEN

Clay checks out Yoannis as Yoannis checks out the bookshelf.

CLAY
Worth every penny.

Smoke rises from the stove.  Clay smells it, but too late.  
The smoke alarm blares.  He finds the fire extinguisher and 
takes care of the burning sauce. 

GREAT ROOM

Maxine is livid. Sasha cries as she and Alex have no defense.

SASHA
We’re sorry.

ALEX
We can send him back.

MAXINE
You’re darn right. We’re going to 
send him home and get my money 
back. Then I’m going to kill you.

YOANNIS
This is a beautiful house.

MAXINE
Oh.  Thank you.

Rufus runs into the room BARKING, as he does with all 
strangers. Yoannis bends down. Kisses all around.  

MAXINE
Rufus.  Alex, call him.

ALEX
Here, boy.

YOANNIS
He’s a good dog.   

Clay leaves the kitchen. He stands flirtatiously close to 
Yoannis who responds with a friendly smile.

MAXINE
Mr. Papadapoulos.



YOANNIS
When we marry you’ll call me 
Yoannis.

CLAY
Yes, Yoannis.

MAXINE
He meant me.  

(to Yoannis)
There’s been a misunderstanding.  

Maxine walks to the closet for her coat and Yoannis's jacket. 

YOANNIS
My mother is also a cook. She uses 
ingredients from our farm.

SASHA
You live on a farm?

YOANNIS
We grow olives and sell the oil to 
markets in the village.

Maxine hands Yoannis his jacket. Clay makes an appeal.

CLAY
Consider this carefully.  When a 
sweet, hard-bodied, olive farming 
Greek hottie shows up at your door 
it’s manna from heaven.

Despite the enthusiastic plea, Maxine is not swayed.

MAXINE
Let’s go, Mr. Uh-- Yoannis.  

EXT. METRO NORTH TRAIN - DAY

Travels south to Manhattan.  

INT. TRAIN CAR

Yoannis has the window seat. He’s wide-eyed taking in the 
stark beauty of the winter countryside. Maxine sneaks peeks 
at him, working hard to stay peeved.



EXT. LEXINGTON AVE. - NEW YORK, NY - DAY

Maxine walks with purpose. Yoannis stops to take photos with 
his iPhone. He’s a country boy awed by the bustle of the city 
and height of the buildings.

INT. INTERNATIONAL MATES OFFICE SUITE

Maxine speaks to a poised RECEPTIONIST who can’t take her 
eyes off Yoannis, but he pays more attention to Maxine.

MRS. OGWINDO (PRE-LAP)
I met my husband online four 
years ago.

INT. MRS. OGWINDO’S OFFICE

With a spectacular view overlooking mid-town Manhattan, MRS. 
OGWINDO, whose jolly demeanor belies her business savvy, 
speaks with Maxine and Yoannis in the seating area.

As for personal items, there’s a WEDDING PHOTO of Mrs. 
Ogwindo and her African husband on an end table.

MRS. OGWINDO
When he arrived from Kenya, we 
thought how wonderful it’d be to 
match other marriage-minded 
international couples.

MAXINE
Who needs all that useless romance?

MRS. OGWINDO
When you’re ready for love, you’ll 
find the right person.

MAXINE
It doesn’t happen in two weeks.

YOANNIS
Love can happen in a moment.  When 
you first see someone - her smile, 
her voice.  You know.

Maxine squints at him, “Are you for real?”

MAXINE
Do you do psychiatric testing?

MRS. OGWINDO
Our mates are carefully vetted.



MAXINE
Two children opened this account.

Mrs. Ogwindo shows them the newsletter with seemingly 
blissful international mates.

MRS. OGWINDO
We have had over two dozen 
successful matches. Take a look at 
our newsletter. Perhaps you can add 
your story to our success page.

YOANNIS
I would like that very much.

MAXINE
Is this a prank? Did my friend Kath 
put you up to it?

MRS. OGWINDO
I understand your hesitation.  
Relationships are a risk.  

MAXINE
I’d like my money back.

Mrs. Ogwindo points to a section of the contract.

MRS. OGWINDO
There is a non-refundable deposit.  

MAXINE
I never authorized any of this.  

Mrs. Ogwindo points to another section of the contract.

MRS. OGWINDO
Your electronic signature.  I 
suggest you give the young man his 
two week trial. At that point we 
can apply 
for a Visa extension, prepare for 
the wedding or send him home.

MAXINE
What am I supposed to do with a 
nineteen-year-old boy?

MRS. OGWINDO
I’m sure you’ll think of something.

Her treacly smile tells Maxine the conversation is over.


